
 
 

Massachusetts and WYSA is looking for new referees 

Every season there are more teams, new leagues and more games scheduled; WYSA and MA need more referees 

who are serious about the game and want a great job! 

 
Referees - Adults  and  those age  14 and older are strongly encouraged  to take the course. There are games  at all  

levels! Be a positive part of making soccer programs a success. Refereeing can lead to exciting opportunities  if you  

take the job seriously, and have a desire to succeed and advance! 

 
Become a Referee - let’s build to our local WYSA referee talent pool! 

 
Need some more convincing? 

 
□ Meet and work with great people! 

□ Great job for those looking to make some money! 

□ A job that you can coordinate with your own soccer schedule! 

□ Are you one of those tough critics on game day? Get certified, understand the Laws of the Game and help the 
program by sharing your knowledge with other for the benefit of soccer! 

□ Provide the players a safe, fun, level playing field. 

□ It’s a healthy job - get paid to exercise! 

□ Young referees can build life skills – self-confidence, communication, decision making, responsibility 

□ United States Soccer Federation certified referees can work events across the U.S. You can apply to work games 
at tournaments across the country, opportunities are numerous! 

□ Everyone starts as an entry level referee – start now on reaching your new goals! 

 
The  number of games that are played and enjoyed by teams, coaches, players and REFEREES every week are    

great in number. Refereeing is a challenging yet very rewarding job, and is a major part of the success of soccer 

programs! There is a game and level for everyone, get certified and help the youngest players enjoy their weekend 

fun, or work to take your refereeing career to the highest level. More referees are needed out on the fields with every 

season! 

 
For more information: 

 
Contact Darwin Molina at WYSA: Travelrefs@wilmingtonyouthsoccer.org 

 

Or visit https://www.massref.net/Central/courseofferings.cfm 
 

Courses are available now near by- Woburn, Chelmsford and Natick 

 

Every game needs a referee….otherwise it’s just a scrimmage! 
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